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ABSTRACT

Transformational leadership has been the center of interest for organizational behavior theorists and management experts due to this leadership style’s significance and appeal with reference to organizational team performance, effectiveness as well as innovativeness. In addition, new product development is considered the core operation of each and every industrial concern. The success of new product development related operations is getting more challenging in today’s’ turbulent economic conditions. Hence, the current study is an attempt to explore the interconnection between transformational leadership and new product development team’s effectiveness to support organizational innovation. The empirical study was conducted based on the implementation of especially devised and validated quantitative and qualitative. This study sample represented the new product development team’s working at three different global locations of an energy sector company. The data obtained through the mixed mode of survey tools was analyzed statistically and qualitatively by implementing statistical methods. The research outcomes revealed that the dimensions of management initiative (innovation variable), collaboration (NPD team effectiveness variable), communication (NPD team effectiveness variable), affiliation with leader (transformational leadership variable) have positive association among each other while product innovation (innovation variable), communication (NPD team effectiveness variable) and leader’s competence to empower its team (transformational leadership variable) have shown negative internal association.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The field of leadership is considered the backbone of organizational and behavior theories and hence achieved highest level of attention of numerous organizational theorists, psychologists and management experts since long. We, the authors of this paper, are highly intrigued by the extent of interest and the work being done by academia, to explore the dynamics of leadership, in general, and transformational leadership in particular, over the past two decades. The concept of leadership has taken a leap from once being interpreted as a matter of human personality traits to the modern day’s notion of leadership, as human actions (Stogdill, 1974; Gardner, 1989; Lussier, Achua, 2012). Hence, in the backdrop of supporting theories and numerous studies, it is concluded with confidence that transformational leadership theory has evolved into a matured leadership model (Bass, Avolio, 1990).
Extensive research, on the concept of transformational leadership proposes focused attention to ensure ethical organizational leadership practices (Burns, 1978; Bass, 1985; Bass and Avolio, 1990; Howell and Avolio, 1992; O’Connor et al., 1995). Hence, in the case study, we tried to explore unethical work leadership practices at three work locations of one European multinational company. In the wake of intense corporate competition, either economic, social or technical in the global business scenario, it is now a routine to come across incidents marked by ethical transgressions, though not necessarily illegal, most of the times, but certainly characterized either as ethical or unethical activities of the people in authority.

The current study begins with a literature review of transformational leadership style, and pseudo transformational leadership, then will proceed to formulate the study hypotheses. The focus on research methodology and research model will be discussed at the third section. The analyses of study findings and recommendations will be provided for managers and management researchers, at the end of this research paper.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Transformational Leadership

James MacGregor Burns (1978), was the first to introduce the concept of transformational leadership and carv...
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